hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Greg Gattis and I'm taking you inside KSC

when humans return to the moon they'll need a place to live and work this week

NASA began evaluating prototypes develop through the agency's next step

initiative to help refine the design requirements for an american-made deep space habitat for the Gateway Lockheed Martin was the first to turn over its prototype to NASA and testing began on March 25th at Kennedy astronauts are taking part in the evaluations to provide their perspectives as those who
may one day live and work at the outpost

spaceport employees and their guests

were on their feet this week to take part in the annual KSC walk run

participants chose the two-mile five mile or 10 mile distance and enjoyed one another's company on the Shuttle Landing Facility runway the KSC walk run is a highlight of the center's annual safety and health days a week long event featuring guest speakers and topics focused on safety wellness at work and at home and reinforcing that safety is Kennedy's top priority and remember
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